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S-ALMOST PERFECT COMMUTATIVE RINGS
SILVANA BAZZONI AND LEONID POSITSELSKI
Abstract. Given a multiplicative subset S in a commutative ringR, we
consider S-weakly cotorsion and S-strongly flat R-modules, and show
that all R-modules have S-strongly flat covers if and only if all flat
R-modules are S-strongly flat. These equivalent conditions hold if and
only if the localization RS is a perfect ring and, for every element s ∈ S,
the quotient ring R/sR is a perfect ring, too. The multiplicative subset
S ⊂ R is allowed to contain zero-divisors.
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Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring and Q its total ring of quotients. An
R-module C is said to be weakly cotorsion if Ext1R(Q,C) = 0. An R-module
F is strongly flat if Ext1R(F,C) = 0 for all weakly cotorsion R-modules C.
This definition first appeared in the paper [Trl01]. The problem of char-
acterizing commutative domains R for which the class of all strongly flat
modules is covering was posed in lecture notes [Trl00].
This problem was solved in the series of papers [BS04, BS02]. It was shown
that, for a commutative domain R, the class of all strongly flat R-modules
is covering if and only if it coincides with the class of all flat R-modules,
and this holds if and only if all the quotient rings of R by nonzero ideals
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are perfect. Such rings R received the name of almost perfect domains, and
were further studied in the papers [BS03, Baz10].
Some of these results were generalized to commutative rings R with zero-
divisors in the recent paper [FS16]. There it was shown that, for a given
commutative ring R, all flat R-modules are strongly flat if and only if the
following two conditions are satisfied. Firstly, the ring Q must be perfect,
and secondly, all the quotient rings of R by its principal ideals generated by
regular elements must be perfect as well.
In an independent development, a partial extension of the results of [BS04,
BS02] to the following setting was suggested in the paper [Pos17]. Let R
be a commutative ring and S ⊂ R be its multiplicative subset (which may
well contain some zero-divisors). Then one can consider the localization RS
of R with respect to S, and define S-weakly cotorsion and S-strongly flat
R-modules by replacing Q with RS in the above definition.
It was shown in [Pos17] that, for any commutative Noetherian ring R
of Krull dimension 1, denoting by S the complement to the union of all
minimal prime ideals in R, one has that the classes of flat and S-strongly
flat R-modules coincide. The argument was based on the novel contramodule
techniques developed in the papers [Pos17, Pos18], together with the idea of
using the two-term complex R→ RS where the quotient module K = Q/R
was traditionally considered.
The aim of this paper is to characterize multiplicative subsets S in com-
mutative rings R for which the class of all S-strongly flat R-modules is
covering. Once again, it turns out that this holds if and only if this class co-
incides with the class of all flat R-modules. Commutative rings R for which
all flat R-modules are S-strongly flat are characterized by the following two
conditions: the ring RS is perfect, and, for every element s ∈ S, the ring
R/sR are perfect, too (Theorem 7.9). Rings satisfying these conditions are
called S-almost perfect.
A general framework for S-strongly flat modules was developed in the
paper [PS19], where it was shown that, under moderate assumptions on
a multiplicative subset S in a commutative ring R, a flat R-module F is
S-strongly flat if and only if the RS-module F ⊗R RS is projective and
the R/sR-module F/sF is projective for every s ∈ S. We show that such
description of S-strongly flat modules is valid for all S-h-nil rings, which are
defined as the rings R such that every element s ∈ S is contained only in
finitely many maximal ideals of R and every prime ideal of R intersecting S
is maximal.
By Theorem 6.13 we also show that, for any S-h-nil ring R, the projective
dimension of the R-module RS does not exceed 1. This is an important
property of a multiplicative subset in a commutative ring, known to be
equivalent to a number of other conditions, at least, in the case when S
consists of regular elements [AHHT05]. We deduce some implications of
this property without the regularity assumption. We also define and discuss
S-h-local rings, which form a wider class than that of S-h-nil rings.
Completions with respect to the R-topology played a key role in the ar-
guments in the papers [BS04, BS02]. Contramodules, which appear to be a
more powerful and flexible version of R- and S-completions and complete
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modules, suitable for applications to homological algebra questions, are used
in this paper instead. We refer the reader to the papers [Pos17, Pos18] for
background material about contramodules.
Let us describe the overall structure of the paper. In Section 1 we col-
lect a few known or essentially known results supported by brief arguments
and references, while Section 2 contains several new or more complicated
technical lemmas with full proofs. We prove our criterion for existence of
S-strongly flat covers in Section 3.
The discussion of S-h-local rings and decompositions of modules into di-
rect sums or products indexed over the maximal ideals of the ring in Sec-
tion 4 forms a background for the discussion of S-h-nil rings in Section 6.
In Section 5 we discuss t-contramodules, which are our main technical tool.
In particular, Proposition 5.2 is an important result, going back to [Pos17],
on which the proofs in Section 7 are based.
The main results of the paper are proved in Sections 6–8. These are The-
orem 6.13, telling that the projective dimension of the R-module RS does
not exceed 1 for an S-h-nil ring R; Theorem 7.9, characterizing rings R with
a multiplicative subset S for which the class of S-strongly flat R-modules
is covering, as mentioned above; Proposition 7.13, characterizing S-strongly
flat modules over an S-h-nil ring; Proposition 8.2, claiming that all mod-
ules of flat dimension not exceeding 1 over an S-almost perfect ring have
projective dimension not exceeding 1; and Proposition 8.7, proving a par-
tial inverse implication and providing further characterizations of S-almost
perfect rings in the case when S consists of regular elements.
The authors are grateful to Luigi Salce and Jan Trlifaj for helpful discus-
sions. We also thank the referee for several suggestions which helped us to
improve the revised version of the paper.
1. Preliminaries
Throughout the paperR will be a commutative ring and S a multiplicative
subset of R. We let R
φ
→ RS be the localization map and put I = Kerφ.
We denote by R-Mod the category of R-modules.
An R-module M is said to be S-torsion if for every element x ∈M there
exists an element s ∈ S such that sx = 0. An R-module M is S-torsion
if and only if RS ⊗R M = 0. The maximal S-torsion submodule of an
R-module M is denoted by ΓS(M) ⊂M .
An R-module D is S-divisible if sD = D for every s ∈ S, and it is
S-h-divisible if it is an epimorphic image of R
(α)
S for some cardinal α, or
equivalently, if every R-module morphism R→ D extends to RS.
An R-module M is S-reduced if it has no nonzero S-divisible submod-
ules, and it is S-h-reduced if it has no nonzero S-h-divisible submodules, or
equivalently, if HomR(RS ,M) = 0.
For every n ≥ 0, let Pn(R) (Fn(R) ) denote the class of all R-modules of
projective (flat) dimension at most n. We drop to mention the ring R when
there is no possibility of confusion.
An R-module M is S-weakly cotorsion (S-WC) if Ext1R(RS ,M) = 0, and
it is Enochs cotorsion (Cot) if Ext1R(F,M) = 0 for every flat module F .
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An R-module which is S-h-reduced and S-weakly cotorsion is called an
S-contramodule (see [Pos18]).
Lemma 1.1. (1) Let f : R → R′ be a homomorphism of commutative
rings, S ⊂ R a multiplicative subset, and M an R′-module. Then
M is S-h-reduced (S-weakly cotorsion, or S-contramodule) as an
R-module if and only if it is f(S)-h-reduced (f(S)-weakly cotorsion,
or f(S)-contramodule, respectively) as an R′-module.
(2) Let S ⊂ T ⊂ R be multiplicative subsets of R. Then any
S-contramodule R-module is also a T -contramodule R-module.
(3) The full subcategory of all S-contramodule R-modules is closed under
the kernels of morphisms, extensions, and infinite products in the
category R-Mod.
(4) Assume that p.dimRRS ≤ 1. Then the full subcategory of
S-contramodule R-modules is also closed under cokernels in R-Mod.
Proof. (1) follows from the isomorphism ExtiR(RS ,M)
∼= ExtiR′(R
′
f(S),M),
which holds for all i ≥ 0.
(2) is an easy computation using that RT is an RS-module (see [Pos18,
Lemma 1.2] for details).
(3) is a particular case of [GL91, Proposition 1.1].
(4) is also a particular case of [GL91, Proposition 1.1] or [Pos17, Theo-
rem 1.2(a)]; see [Pos18, Theorem 3.4(a)]. 
For a class C of R-modules, C⊥1 denotes the class of all R-modules M
such that Ext1R(C,M) = 0 for every C ∈ C, and symmetrically
⊥1C is the
class of all R-modules M such that Ext1R(M,C) = 0 for every C ∈ C.
A pair (A,B) of classes of R-modules is called a cotorsion pair if A⊥1 = B
and ⊥1B = A. For the notion of a complete cotorsion pair we refer to [GT12].
An R-module F is S-strongly flat (S-SF) if Ext1R(F,C) = 0 for every
S-weakly cotorsion R-module C. We have that (S-SF , S-WC) is a complete
cotorsion pair; S-SF ⊆ F0 and Cot ⊆ S-WC.
Lemma 1.2. An R-module F is S-strongly flat if and only if F is a direct
summand of an R-module G fitting into a short exact sequence of the type
(SF) 0 −→ R(β) −→ G
pi
−→ R
(γ)
S −→ 0
for some cardinals β and γ.
Proof. Sufficiency is clear. For the necessary condition, note that
Ext1R(RS , R
(α)
S ) = 0 for every cardinal α. Hence, the conclusion follows
by [GT12, Corollary 6.13]. 
Recall that a ring R is right perfect if and only if every flat right R-module
is projective. The right big finitistic dimension r.FPdimR of a ring R is
the supremum of the projective dimensions of the right R-modules of finite
projective dimension.
An ideal J of R is left T -nilpotent if for every sequence a1, a2, . . . , an, . . .
of elements of J there is m such that a1a2 · · · am = 0.
The following characterization is well-known.
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Lemma 1.3. Let R be a commutative ring. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(1) R is a perfect ring.
(2) The big finitistic dimension FPdimR is equal to 0.
(3) R is a finite product of local rings, each one with a T -nilpotent max-
imal ideal.
(4) R is semilocal and semiartinian, i.e., every nonzero factor of R con-
tains a simple R-module.
Moreover, every regular element of a commutative perfect ring is invertible.
Proof. For the last statement note that if r is a regular element of R, then the
R-module R/rR has projective dimension at most one, hence it is projective.
So rR = eR for some idempotent element e ∈ R. Since r is regular it must
be e = 1 and so r is invertible. 
2. S-divisible and S-torsion modules
In this section we collect some properties of S-divisible, S-h-divisible,
S-torsion and S-contramodule R-modules.
Proposition 2.1. The following hold true:
(1) Every S-divisible R-module is annihilated by I.
(2) Assume that p.dimRRS ≤ 1. Then, p.dimR/I RS ≤ 1 and every
S-divisible R-module is S-h-divisible.
Proof. (1) Let D be an S-divisible R-module and let a ∈ I. Then, there is
s ∈ S such that as = 0. So given x ∈ D, we have x = sy for some y ∈ D,
and ax = asy = 0.
(2) RS is the localization of R/I at the multiplicative set S = S + I/I,
which consists of regular elements of R/I. Tensoring a projective presenta-
tion of the R-module RS by R/I, we see that p.dimR/I RS ≤ 1 (since RS is
a flat R-module). Hence we can apply [AHHT05, Theorem 1.1 or Proposi-
tion 6.4] to the ringR/I and the regular multiplicative set S to conclude that
the class of R/I-modules GenRS generated by RS coincides with the class
of all R/I-modules which are S-divisible. This last is easily seen to coincide
with the class of all S-divisible R-modules, since, by (1), every S-divisible
R-module is annihilated by I. Thus, the classes of the S-h-divisible and
S-divisible R-modules coincide. 
Lemma 2.2. The following hold true:
(1) Assume that p.dimRRS ≤ 1. Then an R-module C is S-divisible
if and only if it is annihilated by I and Ext1R(RS/φ(R), C) = 0.
Moreover, every S-divisible module is S-weakly cotorsion.
(2) If RS is a perfect ring, then the class P
⊥1
1 ⊂ R-Mod contains the
class of S-h-divisible R-modules.
Proof. (1) For every R-module C, we put C[I] = {x ∈ C | Ix = 0}. The
exact sequence 0→ R/I → RS → RS/φ(R)→ 0 induces an exact sequence
(∗) 0 −→ HomR(RS/φ(R)), C) −→ HomR(RS , C) −→ C[I]
−→ Ext1R(RS/φ(R)), C) −→ Ext
1
R(RS , C).
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If C is an S-divisible R-module, then, by Proposition 2.1, C[I] = C and
C is S-h-divisible, hence HomR(RS , C) → C is an epimorphism. For ev-
ery RS-module Y , we have Ext
1
R(RS , Y ) = 0 and thus Ext
1
R(RS , C) = 0,
since p.dimRRS ≤ 1. In particular, C is S-weakly cotorsion and from se-
quence (∗) we conclude that Ext1R(RS/φ(R), C) = 0.
Conversely, assume that C is an R/I-module such that Ext1R(RS/φ(R), C)
= 0. Then, by sequence (∗), HomR(RS , C)→ C is an epimorphism, that is
C is S-divisible.
(2) Let M ∈ P1(R), and let Y be an RS-module. Then Ext
1
R(M,Y )
∼=
Ext1RS (M ⊗RRS, Y ) = 0, since M ⊗RRS ∈ P1(RS) and therefore M ⊗RRS
is a projective RS-module (the ring RS is perfect). Every S-h-divisible
R-module D is an epimorphic image of a free RS-module, thus also
Ext1R(M,D) = 0. 
Lemma 2.3. The following hold true:
(1) For every R-module M , the R-module TorR1 (M,RS/φ(R)) is isomor-
phic to ΓS(M)/IM .
(2) If F is a flat R-module, then IF = ΓS(F ).
Proof. (1) Tensoring by M the short exact sequence 0 → R/I → RS →
RS/φ(R)→ 0, we obtain the exact sequence
0 −→ TorR1 (M,RS/φ(R)) −→M/IM −→M ⊗R RS .
The conclusion follows recalling that the maximal S-torsion submodule
ΓS(M) ⊂M is the kernel of the morphism M →M ⊗R RS .
(2) Follows from (1). 
Lemma 2.4. The following hold true:
(1) If N is an S-torsion R-module, then, for every R-module X, the
R-module HomR(N,X) is an S-contramodule (i.e., S-h-reduced and
S-weakly cotorsion).
(2) If Q is an S-contramodule R-module, then, for every R-module Y ,
the R-module HomR(Y,Q) is also an S-contramodule.
Proof. (1) By adjunction, HomR(RS ,HomR(N,X)) ∼= HomR(RS ⊗ N,X),
and RS ⊗N = 0 by assumption, hence HomR(N,X) is S-h-reduced.
Consider an injective R-module E containing X. Then for every n ≥ 1 we
have ExtnR(RS ,HomR(N,E))
∼= HomR(Tor
R
n (RS , N), E) = 0 and an exact
sequence
0 −→ HomR(N,X) −→ HomR(N,E)
ν
−→ HomR(N,E/X).
By the above argument, Im ν is an S-h-reduced R-module, hence we obtain:
0 = HomR(RS , Im ν) −→ Ext
1
R(RS ,HomR(N,X))
−→ Ext1R(RS ,HomR(N,E)) = 0.
(2) Presenting Y as the cokernel of a morphism of free R-modules
E → F , we see that HomR(Y,Q) is the kernel of the induced morphism
HomR(F,Q)→ HomR(E,Q) between two products of copies of Q. Since the
full subcategory of S-contramodule R-modules is closed under the kernels
and products in R-Mod by Lemma 1.1 (3), the assertion follows. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let Σ denote the set of all regular elements of R. Then the
following hold true:
(1) ΣS is a subset of the set of all regular elements of RS.
(2) If RS is a perfect ring, then RS coincides with its total ring of quo-
tients Q(RS).
(3) If RS is a perfect ring and R/sR is a perfect ring for every s ∈ S,
then R/rR is a perfect ring for every regular element r ∈ R.
Proof. (1) If r is a regular element in R and rb/s = 0 in RS , then there is
an element t ∈ S such that trb = 0 in R, hence tb = 0 in R, that is b/s = 0
in RS .
(2) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.3.
(3) If r ∈ R is a regular element, then by (1) and (2) there is an element
s ∈ S such that s ∈ rR. Then R/rR is a perfect ring, being a quotient ring
of R/sR. 
3. S-strongly flat modules
In this section we consider the problem of the existence of S-strongly flat
covers and show that if every R-module admits an S-strongly flat cover then
the ring RS is perfect and for every s ∈ S all the rings R/sR are perfect.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that N is an S-strongly flat R-module. Then following
hold:
(1) N ⊗R RS is a projective RS-module.
(2) For every s ∈ S, N/sN is a projective R/sR-module.
(3) If N is moreover S-divisible, then N is a projective RS-module.
Proof. (1) and (2) follow easily from Lemma 1.2 tensoring by RS and by
R/sR the pure exact sequence (SF).
(3) Assume that N is S-divisible. Then IN = 0 by Proposition 2.1 (1),
hence, by Lemma 2.3 (2), N is S-torsion free. This means that N is isomor-
phic to N ⊗R RS , hence N is a projective RS-module by part (1). 
We introduce a “restricted” notion of superfluous submodule which will
be useful in the characterization of covers.
Definition 3.2. Let (A,B) be a cotorsion pair in Mod-R. Let A be a right
R-module in the class A and let B ∈ B be a submodule of A.
We say that B is B-superfluous in A, and write B ≺ A, if for every
submodule H of A, H +B = A and H ∩B ∈ B imply H = A.
The following fact will be used throughout in the sequel; its proof is
straightforward.
Lemma 3.3. Let 0 → B →֒ A
ψ
→ M → 0 be a short exact sequence of
modules, and let f be an endomorphism of A such that ψ = ψf . Then
f(A) +B = A, Ker f ⊆ B and B ∩ f(A) = f(B).
The next proposition shows how the notion of B-superfluous submodules
is related to A-covers.
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Proposition 3.4. Let
(∗) 0→ B →֒ A
ψ
→M → 0
be a special A-precover of the R-module M . The following hold:
(1) if (∗) is an A-cover of M , then B ≺ A;
(2) if M admits an A-cover and B ≺ A, then (∗) is an A-cover.
Proof. (1) Let H ⊆ A be such that H + B = A and H ∩ B ∈ B. Consider
the diagram:
0 // H ∩B // H
ψ|H
// M // 0
A
φ
OO✤
✤
✤ ψ
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
where ψ|H is the restriction of ψ to H. The diagram can be completed by φ,
since Ext1R(A,H ∩ B) = 0. Consider the inclusion ε of H into A; then by
the above diagram it is clear that ψ = ψεφ. Since (∗) is an A-cover of M ,
we conclude that εφ is an automorphism of A, hence H = A.
(2) By Xu’s result [Xu96, Corollary 1.2.8], it is enough to show that
if B ≺ A, then B doesn’t contain any nonzero summand of A. Assume
A = Y ⊕ A1 with Y ⊆ B; then B + A1 = A and B = Y ⊕ (B ∩ A1).
The module B ∩ A1 is in B, being a summand of B; hence A1 = A, since
B ≺ A. 
We apply the previous results to the cotorsion pair (S-SF , S-WC).
Lemma 3.5. Let D be an S-divisible module. Assume that
0→ C →֒ A
ψ
→ D → 0
is an S-SF-cover of D. Then A is S-divisible and D is S-h-divisible.
Proof. Let s ∈ S. We have sA + C = A, since D is S-divisible. From the
exact sequence 0→ C ∩ sA→ C → A/sA→ 0 we get
0 = HomR(RS , A/sA) −→ Ext
1
R(RS , C ∩ sA) −→ Ext
1
R(RS , C) = 0,
hence C ∩ sA is S-weakly cotorsion. By Proposition 3.4 (1), sA = A, thus
A is S-divisible. Now by Lemma 3.1 A is a projective RS-module, hence D
is S-h-divisible. 
Lemma 3.6. Assume that every RS-module admits an S-SF-cover. Then
RS is a perfect ring.
Proof. Let M be an RS-module and let (a) 0 → C →֒ A
ψ
→ M → 0 be
an S-SF-cover of M . M is S-divisible, hence, by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.1, A
is a projective RS-module. Tensoring by RS we conclude that (a) is an
exact sequence of RS-modules. Since (a) was a cover and R → RS is a
flat ring epimorphism, we have that every RS-endomorphism f of A such
that ψ ◦ f = ψ is an automorphism of A. Thus, every RS-module admits a
projective cover, which means that RS is a perfect ring. 
Lemma 3.7. Let s ∈ S and assume that every R/sR-module admits an
S-SF-cover. Then R/sR is a perfect ring.
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Proof. Let M be an R/sR-module and let (a) 0 → C →֒ A
ψ
→ M → 0 be
an S-SF-cover of M . We may assume, w.l.o.g., that M is not a projective
R/sR-module (otherwise R/sR is semisimple, hence perfect).
By Lemma 3.1 (2), A/sA is a projective R/sR-module. We have sA ⊆ C
and sA  C by the assumption on M . We show that the exact sequence
(b) 0 −→ C/sA −→ A/sA −→M −→ 0
is a projective R/sR-cover of M , so that we conclude that R/sR is a perfect
ring. Let H be a submodule of A containing sA and such that C/sA +
H/sA = A/sA. Then C + H = A and the exact sequence 0 → C ∩ H →
C → A/H → 0 shows that C ∩ H is an S-weakly cotorsion module, since
C is S-weakly cotorsion and sA ⊆ H. By Proposition 3.4, H = A, hence
C/sA is a superfluous submodule of A/sA. 
4. S-h-local rings
In this section we define S-h-local rings and we show that they are char-
acterized by the fact every S-torsion module decomposes as a direct sum
of its localizations at the maximal ideals of R. Moreover, with the extra
assumption of the boundness of the S-torsion of R, we prove a dual char-
acterization, namely R is S-h-local if and only if every S-contramodule is a
direct product of its colocalizations at the maximal ideals of R.
We denote by MaxR the set of all maximal ideals of the ring R.
Definition 4.1. We say that R is S-h-local if every element s ∈ S is con-
tained only in finitely many maximal ideals of R and every prime ideal of R
intersecting S is contained in only one maximal ideal.
Lemma 4.2. Let S be a multiplicative subset of a commutative ring R such
that every prime ideal of R intersecting S is contained in only one maximal
ideal. Let m 6= n be two maximal ideals of R. Then the images of all
elements of S are invertible in the ring Rm ⊗R Rn.
Proof. Let s ∈ S be an element. Assume that q is a prime ideal of Rm ⊗
Rn. Then q is the localization of a prime ideal p contained in m ∩ n. By
assumption, p does not intersect S, so s /∈ p. Thus no prime ideal of Rm⊗Rn
contains s, which implies that s is invertible in Rm ⊗Rn. 
Proposition 4.3. Let S be a multiplicative subset of a commutative ring R.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) R is S-h-local.
(2) Every S-torsion R-module M is isomorphic to the direct sum⊕
m∈MaxR
Mm.
(3) Every S-torsion R-module M is isomorphic to the direct sum⊕
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
Mm.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) We first show that for every s ∈ S, R/sR is isomorphic
to the finite direct sum
⊕
s∈m∈MaxR
(R/sR)m. By assumption s is contained
only in finitely many maximal ideals mi, i = 1, . . . , n, hence there is a
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monomorphism µ : R/sR →
⊕
i=1,...,n
(R/sR)mi . To prove that µ is surjective
we show that the localizations of µ(R/sR) and of
⊕
i=1,...,n
(R/sR)mi at every
maximal ideal n of R are equal. This is clear if n is a maximal ideal different
from mi, for every i = 1, . . . , n. It remains to observe that (R/sR)mi⊗Rmj =
0 for every i 6= j in 1, . . . , n, since s is a unit in Rmi ⊗Rmj by Lemma 4.2.
Let now M be an S-torsion module and let ψ : M →
∏
m∈MaxR
Mm. Then
ψ is a monomorphism and the image of ψ is contained in the direct sum⊕
m∈MaxR
Mm. Indeed, let x ∈ M and s ∈ S be such that xs = 0. By
assumption s is contained only in finitely many maximal ideals, hence x is
zero in Mm for every maximal ideal m not containing s. By the previous
argument R/sR is a direct sum of finitely many local rings for every s ∈ S,
hence it follows that the map M →
⊕
m∈MaxR
Mm is surjective.
(2) ⇔ (3) is obvious, since for every S-torsion module M , Mm = 0 for
every maximal ideal m not intersecting S.
(2)⇒ (1) Condition (2) applied to R/sR easily implies that every element
s ∈ S is contained only in finitely many maximal ideals.
Let p be a prime ideal of R containing an element s ∈ S and assume
that p is contained in two different maximal ideals m and n. Then R/p is
S-torsion and Rp = Rp ⊗ Rm = Rp ⊗ Rn. By (2), we obtain that Rp/pRp
contains the direct sum of two copies of Rp/pRp, a contradiction. 
The direct sum decomposition in Proposition 4.3 is unique and functorial
in a strong sense described by the next lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let R be an S-h-local ring. Let M(m) and N(m) be two collec-
tions of Rm-modules indexed by m ∈ MaxR. Assume that the modules M(m)
are S-torsion. Then every R-module morphism
⊕
m
M(m) →
⊕
m
N(m) is
a direct sum of Rm-module morphisms M(m)→ N(m).
Proof. It suffices to check that HomR(M(m), N(n)) = 0 for any two maximal
ideals m 6= n. Indeed,M(m)⊗Rn is an (Rm⊗Rn)-module, and by Lemma 4.2
all elements of S are invertible in Rm⊗Rn. SinceM(m)⊗Rn is an S-torsion
module, it follows that M(m)⊗Rn = 0. 
The above results yield the following equivalence of categories.
Corollary 4.5. For any S-h-local ring R, the direct sum decomposition of
Proposition 4.3 establishes an equivalence between the abelian category of
S-torsion R-modules and the Cartesian product of the abelian categories of
S-torsion Rm-modules over all m ∈ MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅.
In the rest of this section, our aim is to obtain a dual version of Propo-
sition 4.3 for direct product decompositions of S-contramodule R-modules
(under certain assumptions). We start with a uniqueness/functoriality
lemma dual to Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.6. Let R be an S-h-local ring. Let P (m) and Q(m) be two collec-
tions of Rm-modules indexed by m ∈ MaxR. Assume that the modules Q(m)
are S-h-reduced. Then every R-module morphism
∏
m
P (m)→
∏
m
Q(m) is
a product of Rm-module morphisms P (m)→ Q(m).
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Proof. Notice first of all that if n ∈ MaxR does not intersect S, then all
Rn-modules are RS-modules, so Q(n) is simultaneously an RS-module and
S-h-reduced, hence Q(n) = 0.
It suffices to check that HomR
(∏
m 6=n P (m), Q(n)
)
= 0 for all n ∈ MaxR.
Consider the short exact sequence of R-modules
0 −→
⊕
m∈MaxR;m 6=n
P (m) −→
∏
m∈MaxR;m 6=n
P (m) −→ D −→ 0.
For any s ∈ S, the set {m ∈ MaxR | s ∈ m} is finite, so we have a short
exact sequence
0 −→
⊕
m∈MaxR; s/∈m
P (m) −→
∏
m∈MaxR; s/∈m
P (m) −→ D −→ 0
with the same quotient module D. Since the action of s is invertible in P (m)
when s /∈ m, it follows that s acts invertibly in D. So D is an RS-module,
and consequently HomR(D,Q) = 0 for any S-h-reduced R-module Q.
Thus the map HomR
(∏
m 6=n P (m), Q(n)
)
→ HomR
(⊕
m 6=n P (m), Q(n)
)
is
injective, and it remains to show that HomR(P (m), Q(n)) = 0 for all m 6= n.
Now P (m) ⊗ Rn is an (Rm ⊗ Rn)-module, hence it is also an RS-module.
Therefore, HomR(P (m), Q(n)) = HomR(P (m)⊗Rn, Q(n)) = 0. 
Notation 4.7. Denote by K• = K•R,S the two-term complex of R-modules
R
φ
→ RS , where the term R is placed in the cohomological degree −1 and the
term RS is placed in the cohomological degree 0. We will view this complex
as an object of the derived category D(R-Mod).
When all the elements of S are nonzero-divisors in R, one can use the
conventional quotient module K = RS/R in lieu of the complex K
•.
We will use the simplified notation
ExtnR(K
•,M) = HomD(R-Mod)(K
•,M [n]), n ∈ Z
for any R-module M . Notice that one may have Ext1R(K
•, J) 6= 0 for an
injective R-module J when there are zero-divisors in S.
We have a distinguished triangle in the derived category D(R-Mod)
R
φ
−→ RS −→ K
• −→ R[1].
The induced long exact sequence of modules HomD(R-Mod)(−,M [∗]) includes
such fragments as
(∗) 0 = Extn−1R (R,M) −→ Ext
n
R(K
•,M)
−→ ExtnR(RS ,M) −→ Ext
n
R(R,M) = 0 for n < 0 or n > 1
and
(∗∗) 0 −→ Ext0R(K
•,M) −→ HomR(RS ,M) −→M
−→ Ext1R(K
•,M) −→ Ext1R(RS ,M) −→ 0.
Lemma 4.8. For any R-module M one has:
(1) ExtnR(K
•,M) = 0 for n < 0;
(2) Ext0R(K
•,M) ∼= HomR(RS/φ(R),M);
(3) ExtnR(K
•,M) ∼= ExtnR(RS ,M) for n > 1.
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Proof. The vanishing (1) and the isomorphism (3) follow from the exact
sequence (∗). The isomorphism (2) follows from the exact sequence (∗∗). 
We will denote by ∆(M) = ∆R,S(M) the R-module Ext
1
R(K
•,M). For
any R-moduleM , we have a natural R-module morphism δM : M → ∆(M).
Lemma 4.9. Let S be a multiplicative subset of a commutative ring R.
Then an R-module P is an S-contramodule if and only if there exists an
S-h-reduced R-module M such that P is isomorphic to ∆(M).
Proof. For any S-h-reduced R-moduleM , the R-module ∆S(M) is an S-con-
tramodule by [Pos18, Lemma 1.7(b)]. Conversely, if P is an S-contramodule
R-module, then P is S-h-reduced and the morphism δP : P → ∆(P ) is an
isomorphism in view of the exact sequence (∗∗). 
We will say that the S-torsion in R is bounded if there exists an element
s0 ∈ S such that s0I = 0 in R.
Lemma 4.10. Let R be an S-h-local ring such that the S-torsion in R
is bounded. Then the complex K•, as an object of the derived category
D(R-Mod), is isomorphic to the direct sum
⊕
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
K•m.
Proof. There are many ways to obtain this isomorphism, which in fact
holds for any complex of R-modules L• with S-torsion cohomology mod-
ules [Pos17, Remark 13.4]. An explicit construction (specific to the complex
K• = K•R,S) can be found in [Pos17, proof of Lemma 13.3].
Alternatively, notice that two-term complexes of R-modules M• =
(M−1
f
→ M0) with the cohomology modules H−1(M•) = Ker(f) and
H0(M•) = Coker(f) are classified, up to isomorphism in D(R-Mod), by
elements of the group/module Ext2R(Coker(f),Ker(f)). In the case of the
complex K•, we have H−1(K•) = I and H0(K•) = RS/φ(R).
Let n1, . . . , nk be the maximal ideals of R containing s0. Then, by Propo-
sition 4.3, we have I ∼=
k⊕
j=1
Inj and RS/φ(R)
∼=
⊕
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
(RS/φ(R))m.
Now, for any maximal ideals m 6= n and any Rm-module A, the R-modules
ExtiR(A, In) are Rm⊗Rn-modules annihilated by s0. Hence Ext
i
R(A, In) = 0
for all i ≥ 0, and the desired direct sum decomposition follows. 
For any R-module P and any maximal ideal m of the ring R, we denote
by Pm the colocalization HomR(Rm, P ).
Proposition 4.11. Let S be a multiplicative subset of a commutative ring R.
Consider the following conditions:
(1) R is S-h-local.
(2) Every S-contramodule R-module P is isomorphic to the direct prod-
uct
∏
m∈MaxR
Pm.
(3) Every S-contramodule R-module P is isomorphic to the direct prod-
uct
∏
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
Pm.
The implications (1) ⇐ (2) ⇔ (3) hold true. Assuming that the S-torsion
in R is bounded, all the three conditions are equivalent.
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Proof. (2)⇔ (3) By Lemma 2.4 (2), theRm-module Pm is an S-contramodule
for any S-contramodule R-module P and any maximal ideal m of R. When
m ∩ S = ∅, any Rm-module is an RS-module; so P
m = 0.
(2)⇒ (1) It is easy to see that any R-module annihilated by an element of
S is an S-contramodule. To prove that any prime ideal p of R intersecting S
is contained in only one maximal ideal, consider the R-module P = Rp/pRp.
Since P is annihilated by an element of S, it is an S-contramodule, so by (2)
we have P ∼=
∏
m∈MaxR
Pm. Now, if p ⊆ m then P is an Rm-module, hence
Pm ∼= P . As P is a field and an indecomposable R-module, there cannot be
two maximal ideals in R containing p.
Let s ∈ S be an element. To prove that s is only contained in finitely
many maximal ideals of R, we apply (2) to the R-module P = R/sR. We
largely follow the argument in [Mat66, proof of Theorem 3.1]. Assume that
P ∼=
∏
m∈MaxR
P (m), where P (m) are some Rm-modules. Denote by Q the
submodule
⊕
m
P (m) ⊆ P . For every fixed m ∈ MaxR we have P = P (m)⊕
P ′(m) and Q = P (m) ⊕ Q′(m), where P ′(m) (respectively, Q′(m)) denotes
the product (resp., the direct sum) of P (n) over all n ∈ MaxR, n 6= m.
For any n 6= m, we have P (n)m = 0, because P (n)m is an (Rm ⊗ Rn)-
module annihilated by s, and s is invertible in Rm ⊗ Rn by Lemma 4.2.
Therefore, Q′(m)m ⊆ P ′(m)m = 0, P (m) ∼= P (m)m ∼= Pm, and Qm ∼=
P (m). Applying (2) to the R-module Q (which is annihilated by s as a
submodule of P , hence also an S-contramodule), we see that Q is isomorphic
to
∏
m∈MaxR
P (m), so Q is isomorphic to P .
Now the R-module P = R/sR is finitely presented, Q ∼= P , and Q ∼=⊕
m
P (m), hence P (m) = 0 for all but a finite number of maximal ideals m
of the ring R. If P (n) = 0 for some n ∈ MaxR, then Pn = 0, since P (m)n
is an (Rm ⊗ Rn)-module annihilated by s for m 6= n, so P (m)n = 0. Thus
there are only finitely many maximal ideals m in R for which Pm 6= 0. Since
Pm ≃ Rm/sRm 6= 0 if and only if s ∈ m, we are done.
(1) ⇒ (3) Let P be an S-contramodule R-module. By Lemma 4.9, there
exists an S-h-reduced R-module M such that P ∼= ∆(M) = Ext1R(K
•,M)
(in fact, one can take M = P ). By Lemma 4.10, we have a direct sum
decomposition K• ∼=
⊕
m
K•m in D(R-Mod). So it remains to show that the
R-module Ext1R(K
•
m,M) is isomorphic to ∆(M)
m.
Indeed, for any R-module N the derived adjunction isomorphism
RHom(Rm, RHomR(K
•, N)) ≃ RHomR(K
• ⊗R Rm, N)
leads to a spectral sequence
Ep,q2 = Ext
p
R(Rm,Ext
q
R(K
•, N)) =⇒ Ep,q∞ = gr
p Extp+qR (K
•
m, N)
with the differentials dp,qr : E
p,q
r → E
p+r,q−r+1
r . In low degrees, it reduces to
an exact sequence
0 −→ Ext1R(Rm,HomR(K
•, N))
−→ Ext1R(K
•
m, N) −→ HomR(Rm,Ext
1
R(K
•, N))
−→ Ext2R(Rm,HomR(K
•, N)) −→ Ext2R(K
•
m, N).
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For an S-h-reduced R-module M , we have HomR(K
•,M) = 0, hence the
desired isomorphism Ext1R(K
•
m,M)
∼= HomR(Rm,Ext
1
R(K
•,M)). 
The next corollary follows from Lemma 4.6 and Proposition 4.11.
Corollary 4.12. For any S-h-local ring R with bounded S-torsion, the
category of S-contramodule R-modules is equivalent to the Cartesian prod-
uct of the categories of S-contramodule Rm-modules over all m ∈ MaxR,
m ∩ S 6= ∅.
5. t-contramodules
In this section, R will denote a commutative ring and t ∈ R will be its
element.
An R-module M is t-torsion if for every element x ∈ M there exists an
integer n ≥ 1 such that tnx = 0. Clearly, for any fixed R-module M , the set
of all t ∈ R such that M is a t-torsion R-module is a radical ideal in R (i.e.,
an ideal that coincides with its radical).
Denote by R[t−1] the localization of the ring R at the multiplicative sub-
set St = {1, t, t
2, . . . } ⊂ R generated by t. An R-module P is called a
t-contramodule if HomR(R[t
−1], P ) = 0 = Ext1R(R[t
−1], P ).
Lemma 5.1. Let t be an element in a commutative ring R. Then the
following hold true:
(1) The full subcategory of all t-contramodule R-modules is closed un-
der the kernels, cokernels, extensions, and infinite products in the
category R-Mod.
(2) If P is a t-contramodule R-module, then the element 1− t ∈ R acts
by an automorphism of P .
(3) For any R-module P , the set of all elements t ∈ R such that P is a
t-contramodule is a radical ideal in the ring R.
Proof. (1) is Lemma 1.1 (3–4) applied to the multiplicative subset St =
{1, t, t2, . . . } ⊂ R.
(2) Let K and L be the kernel and cokernel of the map 1 − t : P → P .
By (1), K and L are t-contramodule R-modules. However, the element t ∈ R
acts by the identity automorphisms of K and L, so K ∼= HomR(R[t
−1],K)
and similarly for L. Hence K = L = 0. (For another argument, see [Pos17,
Theorem 3.3(c) and Remark 9.2].)
(3) is [Pos17, Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.5] (see also [Pos17, paragraph
after Theorem 7.3]). 
In the rest of this section, our aim is to discuss the following result, which
we will use in Section 7. It can be deduced as a particular case of [Pos17,
Lemma 9.4 and Theorem 9.5] (corresponding to the case when the finitely
generated ideal considered there is, in fact, principal and generated by t) or
as a corollary of [PS17, Lemmas 3.4 and 4.5].
Proposition 5.2. Let R be a commutative ring, t ∈ R an element, P
a t-contramodule R-module, and F a flat R-module. Assume that the
R/tR-module F/tF is projective. Then ExtiR(F,P ) = 0 for all i ≥ 1.
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For the sake of completeness of the exposition in this paper, we include a
brief sketch of a proof of this crucial fact below.
Denote by K•t = K
•
R,t the two-term complex of R-modules R → R[t
−1],
where the term R is placed in the cohomological degree −1 and the term
R[t−1] in the cohomological degree 0. As above, we will use the simplified
notation ExtiR(K
•
t ,M) = HomD(R-Mod)(K
•
t ,M [i]) for any R-module M .
Lemma 5.3. For any t-contramodule R-module P , there exists an R-module
M such that P is isomorphic to the R-module Ext1R(K
•
t ,M).
Proof. In fact, the functor ∆t : M 7−→ Ext
1
R(K
•
t ,M) is left adjoint to the
embedding of the full subcategory of t-contramodule R-modules into the cat-
egory of R-modules [Pos17, Theorem 6.4 and Remark 6.5]. More generally,
for any multiplicative subset S ⊂ R such that the projective dimension of
the R-module S−1R does not exceed 1, the functor ∆R,S = Ext
1
R(K
•
R,S ,−)
is left adjoint to the embedding of the full subcategory of S-contramodule
R-modules into R-Mod [Pos18, Lemma 1.7(c) and Theorem 3.4(b)].
For our purposes, it is sufficient to observe that the natural morphism
P → ∆t(P ) is an isomorphism for any t-contramodule P by (the proof of)
Lemma 4.9. So one can take M = P . 
For any R-module M , we consider two projective systems of R-modules,
indexed by the positive integers. The first one is
M/tM ←−M/t2M ←−M/t3M ←− · · · ,
with the obvious surjective transition maps M/tnM ← M/tn+1M forming
a commutative diagram with the natural surjections M → M/tnM . The
second projective system is
tM ←− t2M ←− t3M ←− · · · ,
where for any element s ∈ R we denote by sM ⊂ M the submodule of all
elements annihilated by the action of s in M . The transition map tnM ←
tn+1M acts by the multiplication with t.
Lemma 5.4. For any R-module M , here is a natural short exact sequence
of R-modules
0 −→ lim
←−
1
n t
nM −→ Ext1R(K
•
t ,M) −→ lim←−n
M/tnM −→ 0.
Proof. See [Pos17, Lemma 6.7] or [PS17, Sublemma 4.6]. 
Lemma 5.5. Let R be a commutative ring, t ∈ R be an element, and F
a flat R-module such that the R/tR-module F/tF is projective. Let D1 ←
D2 ← D3 ← · · · be a projective system of R-modules such that t
nDn = 0 for
all n ≥ 1. Then the following hold true:
(1) ExtiR(F, lim←−n
Dn) = 0 for all i ≥ 1;
(2) ExtiR(F, lim←−
1
n
Dn) = 0 for all i ≥ 1.
Proof. The argument for part (1) is based on the dual version [ET01, Propo-
sition 18] of the Eklof Lemma [ET01, Lemma 1]; and part (2) is deduced
from part (1) using the explicit construction of lim
←−
1. See [Pos17, Lemma 9.9]
or [PS17, Sublemma 4.7 and Lemma 3.4] for the details. 
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Now we are prepared to conclude our argument.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. According to Lemma 5.3, it suffices to show
that ExtiR(F,P ) = 0 for i ≥ 1, where F is a flat R-module such that
the R/tR-module F/tF is projective and P = Ext1R(K
•
t ,M) for some
R-module M . This follows from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 (1–2). 
6. S-h-nil rings
The aim of this section is to show that, for any S-h-nil ring R, the projec-
tive dimension of the R-module RS does not exceed 1. We will also obtain
the direct product decomposition of Proposition 4.11 (1) ⇒ (2), (3) without
the bounded S-torsion assumption on R, but assuming that R is S-h-nil
instead.
Definition 6.1. We say that the ring R is S-h-nil if every element s ∈ S is
contained only in finitely many maximal ideals of R and every prime ideal
of R intersecting S is maximal.
Clearly, if R is S-h-nil, then it is S-h-local.
Lemma 6.2. Let S be a multiplicative subset of a commutative ring R.
Then the ring R is S-h-nil if and only if for any element s ∈ S the ring
R/sR is a finite product of local rings and, in each of them, the maximal
ideal is nil (i.e., consists of nilpotent elements).
Proof. For any S-h-local ring R and an element s ∈ S, the ring R/sR is a
finite product of local rings, as it was observed in the proof of Proposition 4.3.
It remains to recall that the nilradical of a commutative ring is equal to the
intersection of all its prime ideals, so a local ring has no nonmaximal prime
ideals if and only if its maximal ideal is nil. 
Given an ideal a ⊂ R, an R-module M is said to be a-torsion if it is
t-torsion (in the sense of the definition in Section 5) for every t ∈ a.
Lemma 6.3. Let R be an S-h-nil ring and m a maximal ideal of R inter-
secting S. Then the following are equivalent for an R-module M :
(1) M is an m-torsion R-module.
(2) M is an S-torsion Rm-module.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) holds without the S-h-nil hypothesis. If M is m-torsion
and s ∈ m ∩ S, then M is s-torsion, hence also S-torsion. Furthermore, for
any commutative ring R with a maximal ideal m, any m-torsion R-module
is an Rm-module.
(2) ⇒ (1) Let M be an S-torsion Rm-module. Then for any element
x ∈ M there exists s ∈ S such that sx = 0 in M . Now, if s /∈ m, then
x = 0; and if s ∈ m, then Rmx ⊂ M is a module over the ring Rm/sRm.
Since the maximal ideal of the local ring Rm/sRm is nil by Lemma 6.2, any
(Rm/sRm)-module is m-torsion. 
Lemma 6.4. Let R be an S-h-nil ring and M an R-module. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) M is S-torsion.
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(2) There exists a collection of m-torsion R-modules M(m), one for each
m ∈MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅, such that M is isomorphic to
⊕
m
M(m).
The direct sum decomposition in (2) is unique if it exists.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Let M be an S-torsion R-module. According to Propo-
sition 4.3, we have M ∼=
⊕
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
Mm. For every m, the Rm-module
M(m) =Mm is also S-torsion, so it is m-torsion by Lemma 6.3.
(2) ⇒ (1) holds without the S-h-nil hypothesis. It is sufficient to observe
that, for any m ∈ MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅, any m-torsion R-module is S-torsion
by Lemma 6.3.
The direct sum decomposition in (2) is unique and functorial (when
it exists) by Lemma 4.4, since any m-torsion R-module is an S-torsion
Rm-module. (This is valid for any S-h-local ring R.) 
Let a ⊂ R be an ideal. An R-module P is said to be an a-contramodule if
it is a t-contramodule for every element t ∈ a. According to Lemma 5.1 (3),
it suffices to check this condition for a set of generators of an ideal a (or
even for a set of generators of any ideal in R whose radical coincides with
the radical of a). According to Lemma 5.1 (1), the full subcategory of all
a-contramodule R-modules is closed under the kernels, cokernels, extensions,
and infinite products in R-Mod.
Lemma 6.5. Let a be an ideal in a commutative ring R. Then the following
hold true:
(1) If N is an a-torsion R-module, then, for every R-module X, the
R-modules ExtiR(N,X) are a-contramodules for all i ≥ 0.
(2) If Q is an a-contramodule R-module, then, for every R-module Y ,
the R-modules ExtiR(Y,Q) are a-contramodules for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. This is a particular case of [Pos17, Lemma 6.2(b)]. 
Remark 6.6. A version of Lemma 6.5 with “a-torsion modules” and
“a-contramodules” replaced by “S-torsion modules” and “S-contramodules”,
respectively, also holds for any multiplicative subset S in a commutative
ring R such that p.dimRRS ≤ 1. This is provable by the same arguments
as in [Pos17, Lemma 6.2(b)] (e.g., it can be deduced from Lemma 2.4
using Lemma 1.1 (3–4)). However, our aim in this section is to prove that
p.dimRRS ≤ 1 for S-h-nil rings R, rather than use this property. That is
why we need a-contramodules here.
Lemma 6.7. Let R be an S-h-nil ring and m a maximal ideal of R inter-
secting S. Then the following are equivalent for an R-module P :
(1) P is an m-contramodule R-module.
(2) P is an S-contramodule Rm-module.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) holds without the S-h-nil hypothesis. If P is an
m-contramodule and s ∈ m ∩ S, then P is an s-contramodule, hence
also an S-contramodule by Lemma 1.1 (2). Furthermore, for any commu-
tative ring R with a maximal ideal m, any m-contramodule R-module is an
Rm-module by Lemma 5.1 (2). In fact, any R-module in which the elements
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1 − t act by automorphisms for all t ∈ m is an Rm-module (cf. [Pos17,
Remark 9.2]).
(2) ⇒ (1) For simplicity of notation, we will denote the image of S in Rm
also by S. Consider the two-term complex of Rm-modules K
•
m
∼= K•Rm,S
Rm
φm
−→ (Rm)S ,
and recall the notation ExtnRm(K
•
m,M) = HomD(Rm-Mod)(K
•
m,M [n]) and
∆Rm,S(M) = Ext
1
Rm(K
•
m,M) from Section 4.
Let P be an S-contramodule Rm-module (the terminology “S-contra-
module Rm-module” is unambiguous by Lemma 1.1 (1)). According to
Lemma 4.9, there exists an Rm-module M such that P ∼= ∆Rm,S(M). The
cohomology modules H−1(K•m) = Im and H
0(K•m) = (Rm)S/φm(Rm) of
the complex K•m are S-torsion Rm-modules, so they are also Rmm-torsion
Rm-modules by Lemma 6.3. We have a distinguished triangle in the derived
category D(Rm-Mod)
H−1(K•m)[1] −→ K
•
m −→ H
0(K•m) −→ H
−1(K•m)[2],
hence the induced long exact sequence of modules HomD(Rm-Mod)(−,M [∗])
0 −→ Ext1Rm(H
0(K•m),M) −→ Ext
1
Rm(K
•
m,M)
−→ HomRm(H
−1(K•m),M) −→ Ext
2
Rm(H
0(K•m),M) −→ · · ·
Now the Rm-modules Ext
n
Rm(H
i(K•m),M) are Rmm-contramodules for
all n ≥ 0 and i = −1, 0 by Lemma 6.5 (1), and the full subcat-
egory of Rmm-contramodule Rm-modules is closed under the kernels,
cokernels, and extensions in Rm-Mod by Lemma 5.1 (1). Thus P ∼=
∆Rm,S(M) = Ext
1
Rm(K
•
m,M) is also an Rmm-contramodule Rm-module,
hence an m-contramodule R-module. 
Lemma 6.8. Let R be an S-h-nil ring. Then the following hold true:
(1) Let M(m) and N(m) be two collections of R-modules indexed by
m ∈ MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅, such that M(m) is m-torsion and N(m)
is an Rm-module for every m. Then, for any i ≥ 0, any extension
class in ExtiR
(⊕
m
M(m),
⊕
m
N(m)
)
is a direct sum over m of some
extension classes in ExtiR(M(m), N(m)), that is
ExtiR
(⊕
m
M(m),
⊕
m
N(m)
)
∼=
∏
m
ExtiR(M(m), N(m)).
(2) Let P (m) and Q(m) be two collections of R-modules indexed by m ∈
MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅, such that P (m) is an Rm-module and Q(m) is
an m-contramodule for every m. Then, for any i ≥ 0, any extension
class in ExtiR
(∏
m
P (m),
∏
m
Q(m)
)
is a product over m of some
extension classes in ExtiR(P (m), Q(m)), that is
ExtiR
(∏
m
P (m),
∏
m
Q(m)
)
∼=
∏
m
ExtiR(P (m), Q(m)).
Proof. (1) Notice that the case i = 0 is covered by Lemma 4.4. The following
argument is applicable for all i ≥ 0.
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It suffices to show that ExtiR
(
M(m),
⊕
n6=mN(n)
)
= 0, where the direct
sum of Rn-modules N(n) runs over the maximal ideals n of R different
from m, and m is a maximal ideal intersecting S. Indeed, let s be an element
of the intersection m∩S. Then the action of s in the direct sum
⊕
s/∈nN(n)
is invertible, while M(m) is s-torsion.
For any element t ∈ R, and any R-modules M , N such that the ac-
tion of t is invertible in N , while M is t-torsion, we have ExtiR(M,N) =
ExtiR[t−1](R[t
−1]⊗RM, N) = 0. Hence Ext
i
R
(
M(m),
⊕
s/∈nN(n)
)
= 0.
The set of all maximal ideals n of R containing s is finite, so it remains to
show that ExtiR(M(m), N(n)) = 0 for any fixed two maximal ideals m 6= n
of R. Indeed, let r ∈ m \ n be an element of the complement. Then the
action of r is invertible in N(n), while M(m) is r-torsion. For the same
reason as above, the Ext module in question vanishes.
(2) The case i = 0 is covered by Lemma 4.6. The following argument is
applicable for all i ≥ 0.
It suffices to show that ExtiR
(∏
m 6=n P (m), Q(n)
)
= 0, where the product
of Rm-modules P (m) runs over the maximal ideals m of R different from n,
and n is a maximal ideal intersecting S. Choose an element s ∈ n∩S. Then
the action of s in the product
∏
s/∈m P (m) is invertible, while Q(n) is an
s-contramodule.
For any element t ∈ R, and any R-modules P , Q such that the action of t
is invertible in P , while Q is a t-contramodule, we have ExtiR(P,Q) = 0. In-
deed, the R-module E = ExtiR(P,Q) is a t-contramodule by Lemma 6.5 (2),
and at the same time t acts invertibly in E, so it follows that E = 0.
Hence, in particular, ExtiR
(∏
s/∈m P (m), Q(n)
)
= 0. The set of all
maximal ideals m of R containing s is finite, so it remains to show that
ExtiR(P (m), Q(n)) = 0 for any fixed two maximal ideals m 6= n. Let r ∈ n\m
be an element of the complement. Then the action of r is invertible in
P (m), while Q(n) is an r-contramodule. Therefore, the Ext module in
question vanishes. 
Corollary 6.9. Let R be an S-h-nil ring. Then the full subcategory
of all R-modules of the form
∏
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
P (m), where P (m) are
m-contramodule R-modules, is closed under the kernels, cokernels, ex-
tensions, and infinite products in R-Mod.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 6.8 (2) for i = 0 and 1. 
Lemma 6.10. Let R be an S-h-nil ring. Then for any S-torsion
R-module N , any R-module X, and any n ≥ 0, there exists a collec-
tion of m-contramodule R-modules P (m), one for each m ∈ MaxR,
m∩S 6= ∅, such that the R-module ExtnR(N,X) is isomorphic to
∏
m
P (m).
Proof. By Lemma 6.4, we have N ∼=
⊕
m
N(m), where N(m) are some
m-torsion R-modules. It remains to set P (m) = ExtnR(N(m),X) and ap-
ply Lemma 6.5 (1). 
Lemma 6.11. Let R be an S-h-nil ring and K• the two-term complex R
φ
→
RS. Then, for any R-module M and any n ≥ 0, there exists a collection
of m-contramodule R-modules P (m), one for each m ∈ MaxR, m∩ S 6= ∅,
such that the R-module ExtnR(K
•,M) is isomorphic to
∏
m
P (m).
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Proof. The cohomology modules H−1(K•) = I and H0(K•) = RS/φ(R) of
the complex K• are S-torsion, since the complex RS ⊗R K
• is acyclic. We
have a distinguished triangle in the derived category D(R-Mod)
H−1(K•)[1] −→ K• −→ H0(K•) −→ H−1(K•)[2],
hence the induced long exact sequence of modules HomD(R-Mod)(−,M [∗])
· · · −→ Extn−2(H−1(K•),M) −→ ExtnR(H
0(K•),M)
−→ ExtnR(K
•,M) −→
Extn−1R (H
−1(K•),M) −→ Extn+1(H0(K•),M) −→ · · ·
Now the R-modules ExtnR(H
i(K•),M) are products of m-contramodule
R-modules over m ∈ MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅ for all n ≥ 0 and i = 0, −1 by
Lemma 6.10; and so are all the extensions of the kernels and cokernels of
morphisms between such R-modules, by Corollary 6.9. 
Remark 6.12. It follows from Lemma 6.8 (1) for i = 2 together with
Lemma 6.4 that, for any S-h-nil ring R, the complex K• = K•R,S , as
an object of the derived category D(R-Mod), is isomorphic to the direct
sum
⊕
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
K•m. In fact, for any two-term complex of R-modules
L• with S-torsion cohomology modules, there is a natural isomorphism
L• ∼=
⊕
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
L•m in D(R-Mod). This observation provides another
way to prove Lemma 6.11.
Having finished all the preparatory work, we can now deduce the main
results of this section.
Theorem 6.13. For any S-h-nil commutative ring R, the projective dimen-
sion of the R-module RS does not exceed 1.
Proof. Let M be an R-module and n ≥ 2 be an integer. By Lemma 4.8 (3),
we have an isomorphism ExtnR(K
•,M) ∼= ExtnR(RS ,M). By Lemma 6.11,
the R-module ExtnR(K
•,M) is isomorphic to an infinite product of the form∏
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
P (m) for some m-contramodule R-modules P (m). On the
other hand, ExtnR(RS ,M) is an RS-module.
It follows that P (m), being a direct summand of ExtnR(K
•,M), is an
RS-module for every m. So, if s is an element of the intersection m∩S, then
P (m) is simultaneously an s-contramodule R-module and an R[s−1]-module.
Thus P (m) = 0 and ExtnR(RS ,M) = 0. 
Corollary 6.14. Let R be an S-h-nil ring. Then every S-divisible R-module
is S-h-divisible.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 6.13 and Proposition 2.1.
Here is an alternative argument, based on the techniques developed in this
and the previous section. For any R-moduleM , we have the exact sequence
of R-modules (∗∗) from Section 4:
0 −→ Ext0R(K
•,M) −→ HomR(RS ,M) −→M
−→ Ext1R(K
•,M) −→ Ext1R(RS ,M) −→ 0.
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By Lemma 6.11, the R-module Ext1R(K
•,M) can be presented as a product
of some m-contramodule R-modules P (m) over all m ∈ MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅.
Now assume that M is S-divisible. Let s ∈ m ∩ S be an element of the
intersection. ThenM is an s-divisible module, while HomR(R[s
−1], P (m)) =
0 implies that P (m) has no s-divisible submodules. Thus any morphism
M → P (m) vanishes, the morphism M → Ext1R(K
•,M) vanishes, and the
map HomR(RS ,M)→M is surjective. 
Corollary 6.15. Let R be an S-h-nil ring and P an R-module. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) P is an S-contramodule.
(2) There exists a collection of m-contramodule R-modules P (m), one
for each m ∈ MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅, such that P is isomorphic to∏
m
P (m).
The direct product decomposition in (2) is unique if it exists.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Let P be an S-contramodule R-module. According
to Lemma 4.9, there exists an R-module M such that P ∼= ∆(M) =
Ext1R(K
•,M). The desired direct product decomposition is now provided
by Lemma 6.11.
(2) ⇒ (1) holds without the S-h-nil hypothesis. It suffices to observe
that, for any m ∈ MaxR, m ∩ S = ∅, any m-contramodule R-module is an
S-contramodule by Lemma 6.7.
The direct product decomposition in (2) is unique and functorial (when
it exists) by Lemma 4.6, since any m-contramodule R-module is an
S-contramodule Rm-module. (This is valid for any S-h-local ring R.) 
Corollary 6.16. Let R be an S-h-nil ring. Then every S-contramodule P
is isomorphic to the direct product of its colocalizations
∏
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
Pm.
Furthermore, one has P n = 0 for any n ∈ MaxR such that n ∩ S = ∅.
Proof. According to Corollary 6.15, there exists a collection of m-contra-
module R-modules P (m), one for each m ∈ MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅, such
that P ∼=
∏
m
P (m). Now we have P (m)m ≃ P (m), since P (m) is an
Rm-module. For any n ∈ MaxR, n 6= m, the R-module P (m)
n is an (Rm ⊗
Rn)-module, so by Lemma 4.2 it is an RS-module. On the other hand, P (m)
is an S-contramodule by Lemma 6.7, hence P (m)n is an S-contramodule by
Lemma 2.4 (2). Thus P (m)n = 0. It follows that Pm ∼= P (m) for all
m ∈ MaxR, m ∩ S 6= ∅, and P n = 0 for all n ∈ MaxR, n ∩ S = ∅. 
Corollary 6.17. Let R be an S-h-nil ring. The following hold:
(1) The category of S-contramodule R-modules is abelian.
(2) The mutually inverse functors P 7→ (Pm)m and (P (m))m 7→∏
m
P (m) establish an equivalence between the abelian category of
S-contramodule R-modules and the Cartesian product of the abelian
categories of m-contramodule R-modules over all m ∈ MaxR,
m ∩ S 6= ∅.
Proof. (1) follows by Theorem 6.13 and Lemma 1.1 (3–4).
(2) follows from Corollaries 6.15 and 6.16. 
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7. S-almost perfect rings
The main result of this section is Theorem 7.9, which provides a character-
ization of S-almost perfect rings in terms of ring-theoretic and homological
properties. We also describe S-strongly flat modules over an S-h-nil ring R
in Proposition 7.13.
Lemma 7.1. If R/sR is a perfect ring for every s ∈ S, then the ring R
is S-h-nil. Hence, in particular, R is S-h-local and the R-module RS has
projective dimension at most one.
Proof. The fact that every element s ∈ S is contained in only finitely many
maximal ideals follows by Lemma 1.3 (3). Let p be a prime ideal containing
an element s of S. Then, R/p is a perfect ring, being a quotient of R/sR,
and it is a field since it is a domain; thus p is maximal.
By Theorem 6.13, we have p.dimRRS ≤ 1. 
Lemma 7.2. Assume that p.dimRRS ≤ 1. Let M be an R-module such
thatM⊗RRS is a projective RS-module. Then the R-module M is S-strongly
flat if and only if Ext1R(M,P ) = 0 = Ext
2
R(M,P ) for every S-contramodule
(i.e., S-reduced S-weakly cotorsion) R-module P .
Proof. When p.dimRRS ≤ 1, the projective dimension of any S-strongly
flat R-module also does not exceed 1. So the condition is clearly necessary.
Let C be an S-weakly cotorsion R-module, and let h(C) be its maximal
S-h-divisible submodule. We have two short exact sequences (cf. the long
exact sequence (∗∗) in Section 4):
0 −→ HomR(RS/φ(R), C) −→ HomR(RS , C) −→ h(C) −→ 0(1)
0 −→ h(C) −→ C −→ C/h(C) −→ 0(2)
Furthermore, since p.dimRRS ≤ 1, the class of S-weakly cotorsion
R-modules is closed under epimorphic images. So C/h(C) is S-weakly
cotorsion. The R-module C/h(C) is S-h-reduced by Proposition 2.1 (2) or
by [Pos18, proof of Lemma 1.8(a)]. Thus C/h(C) is an S-contramodule.
Alternatively, one can see from the long exact sequence (∗∗) that
C/h(C) ∼= ∆(C), since C is S-weakly cotorsion. Since p.dimRRS ≤ 1, the
R-module ∆(C) is an S-contramodule by [Pos18, Lemma 1.7(c)].
The R-module RS/φ(R) is S-torsion, hence the R-module A =
HomR(RS/φ(R), C) is an S-contramodule by Lemma 2.4 (1).
Now Ext1R(M,HomR(RS , C)) = 0 since M ⊗R RS is a projective
RS-module, and Ext
1
R(M,C/h(C)) = 0 = Ext
2
R(M,A) since C/h(C)
and A are S-contramodules. From the exact sequence (1) we obtain
0 = Ext1R(M,HomR(RS , C)) → Ext
1
R(M,h(C)) → Ext
2
R(M,A) = 0, and
from the exact sequence (2), 0 = Ext1R(M,h(C)) → Ext
1
R(M,C) →
Ext1R(M,C/h(C)) = 0. 
Corollary 7.3. Let S be a multiplicative subset of a commutative ring R
such that RS is a perfect ring and p.dimRRS ≤ 1. Then a flat R-module
F is S-strongly flat if and only if Ext1R(F,P ) = 0 = Ext
2
R(F,P ) for every
S-contramodule R-module P .
Proof. Follows from Lemma 7.2. 
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Lemma 7.4. Let R be a commutative ring and s ∈ R an element such that
the ring R/sR is perfect. Then every s-contramodule R-module is Enochs
cotorsion.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 5.2. 
Corollary 7.5. Let S be a multiplicative subset of a commutative ring
R such that the ring R/sR is perfect for every s ∈ S. Then every
S-contramodule R-module is Enochs cotorsion.
Proof. The ring R is S-h-nil by Lemma 7.1, so Corollary 6.15 applies.
Thus every S-contramodule R-module P is isomorphic to a direct prod-
uct of the form
∏
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
P (m), where P (m) are some m-contramodule
R-modules. Let s be an element of the intersection m ∩ S; then P (m) is
an s-contramodule. According to Lemma 7.4, P (m) is an Enochs cotorsion
R-module, and it follows that P is Enochs cotorsion, too. 
Definition 7.6. If S is a multiplicative subset of a commutative ring R, we
say that R is S-almost perfect if RS is a perfect ring and R/sR is a perfect
ring for every s ∈ S.
We say that R is S-semiartinian if every nonzero quotient of R modulo
an ideal intersecting S contains a simple module.
Now we can deduce the following proposition, which is one of our main
results.
Proposition 7.7. Let R be an S-almost perfect commutative ring. Then
all flat R-modules are S-strongly flat.
Proof. By Lemma 7.1, we have p.dimRRS ≤ 1. Thus Corollary 7.3 ap-
plies, and it remains to show that Ext1R(F,P ) = 0 = Ext
2
R(F,P ) for all flat
R-modules F and S-contramodule R-modules P . This follows immediately
from Corollary 7.5. 
The next lemma provides the converse implication.
Lemma 7.8. Let S be a multiplicative subset of a commutative ring R.
Assume that every flat R-module is S-strongly flat. Then the ring R is
S-almost perfect.
Proof. One can easily deduce this from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, but we prefer
to give a direct argument as well.
LetG be a flatRS-module; thenG is also a flat R-module. By assumption,
G is an S-strongly flat R-module. By Lemma 3.1 (1), it follows that G ∼=
G⊗RRS is a projective RS-module. We have shown that all flat RS-modules
are projective; so RS is a perfect ring.
Let s be an element of S. In order to show that R/sR is a perfect ring, we
will check that every Bass flat R/sR-module is projective. Let a1, a2, . . . ,
an, . . . be a sequence of elements of R/sR. The Bass flat R/sR-module B
is the direct limit of the sequence
R/sR
a1−→ R/sR
a2−→ R/sR
a3−→ · · ·
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Let an ∈ R be some preimages of the elements an ∈ R/sR. Denote by B
the direct limit of the sequence of R-modules R
a1→ R
a2→ R
a3→ · · · . Then B
is a (Bass) flat R-module and B ∼= B/sB.
By assumption, B is an S-strongly flat R-module. By Lemma 3.1 (2), it
follows that B is a projective R/sR-module. 
We now give the following characterization of S-almost perfect rings.
Theorem 7.9. Let R be a commutative ring and S a multiplicative subset
of R. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) R is S-almost perfect.
(2) Every flat R-module is S-strongly flat.
(3) Every S-weakly cotorsion R-module is Enochs cotorsion.
(4) R is S-h-local and S-semiartian, and RS is perfect.
(5) The class of S-strongly flat R-modules is a covering class.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) is Proposition 7.7; (2) ⇒ (1) is Lemma 7.8.
(2) ⇔ (3) Follows immediately by the definitions.
(1) ⇔ (4) Follows from the definitions, Lemmas 7.1 and 1.3 (4).
(2) ⇒ (5) Clear, since the class of flat modules is a covering class.
(5) ⇒ (1) Follows by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. 
Example 7.10. Let R be a Noetherian commutative ring of Krull dimension
not exceeding 1. Choose a set P0 of minimal prime ideals of R such that all
the prime ideals of R not belonging to P0 are maximal. For example, one
take P0 to be the set of all minimal prime ideals in R [Pos17, Section 13].
Put S = R \
⋃
p∈P0
p. Then the ring RS is a Noetherian commutative ring
of Krull dimension 0, and so is the ring R/sR for all s ∈ S. Hence these
are Artinian rings, and consequently, perfect rings. Therefore, the ring R is
S-almost perfect.
Notice that the classical ring of quotients of the ring R fails to be Artinian
for some Noetherian commutative rings R of Krull dimension 1 containing
nilpotent elements. In this case, the ring R is not almost perfect in the sense
of the paper [FS16]. Still, it is S-almost perfect for the above-described
multiplicative subset S ⊂ R containing some zero-divisors.
For example, this happens for the ring R = k[x, y]/(xy, y2), where k is
a field. The multiplicative subset S contains the zero-divisor x ∈ R in this
case.
Remark 7.11. Conversely, let R be an S-almost perfect ring and p  q be
two prime ideals of R. Then the ring RS , being a perfect ring, has Krull
dimension 0. Hence the ideal q must intersect S. Let s ∈ q∩S be an element
of the intersection. Since the ring R/sR is also perfect, and therefore has
Krull dimension 0, the element s cannot belong to p. Thus we have p∩S = ∅.
It follows that there cannot be three embedded prime ideals p  q  m in
R, so the Krull dimension of R does not exceed 1.
Example 7.12. Let K be a field, and let N denote the set of all positive
integers. Consider the ring KN (the product of N copies of K) and denote
by ε its unit element. Consider the subring
R = K(N) + εK ⊂ KN.
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Then R consists of all the elements of the direct product KN of the form
R = {(x1, x2, . . . , xn, x, x, x, . . . ) | ∃n ∈ N; xi, x ∈ K}.
The ringR is a Von Neumann regular commutative ring, so every localization
of R at a maximal (= prime) ideal is a field. In particular, the Krull
dimension of R is equal to 0.
The ideal m0 = K
(N) ⊂ R is a maximal ideal of R and R/m0 ∼= K as
shown by the epimorphism R → K; (x1, x2, . . . , xn, x, x, x, . . . ) 7→ x. The
other maximal ideals of R are the ideals mi = R∩
∏
j∈N\{i}
K for every i ∈ N.
Set S = R \ m0. Then RS ∼= K is a field. For every element s ∈ S,
there is n ∈ N such that s = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, x, x, x, . . . ) with x 6= 0. Hence
s belongs, at most, to the n maximal ideals mi, i = 1, . . . , n.
So the ring R/sR is semilocal of Krull dimension 0 and its localizations at
its maximal ideals are fields. In fact, R/sR is the direct product of a finite
number of copies of K. We conclude that R is an S-almost perfect ring.
The next proposition generalizes the equivalence (1) ⇔ (2) in Theo-
rem 7.9. It also means that [PS19, Optimistic Conjecture 1.1] holds for
S-h-nil rings (cf. [PS19, Theorems 1.3–1.5]).
Proposition 7.13. Let R be an S-h-nil ring and F be a flat R-module.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The R-module F is S-strongly flat.
(2) The RS-module F ⊗R RS is projective, and the R/sR-module F/sF
is projective for every s ∈ S.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Follows by Lemma 3.1 (1–2).
(2) ⇒ (1) By Theorem 6.13, we have p.dimRRS ≤ 1. So Lemma 7.2
applies, and it suffices to show that Ext1R(F,P ) = 0 = Ext
2
R(F,P ) for any
S-contramodule R-module P . By Corollary 6.15, P can be decomposed into
a direct product, P ∼=
∏
m∈MaxR;m∩S 6=∅
P (m), where P (m) arem-contramodule
R-modules. Let s be an element of the intersection m ∩ S; then P (m) is an
s-contramodule. By Proposition 5.2, we have ExtiR(F,P (m)) = 0 for all
i ≥ 1. Hence also ExtiR(F,P ) = 0. 
8. The condition P1 = F1
In this section we prove that if R is an S-almost perfect ring then every
module with flat dimension ≤ 1 has projective dimension at most one, and
show that this latter condition is also sufficient provided that the multiplica-
tive subset S consists of regular elements.
Lemma 8.1. Assume that R is S-almost perfect. Then, for every n ≥ 1,
ExtnR(M,D) = 0 for every M ∈ F1 and every S-divisible R-module D.
Proof. Let M ∈ F1 and let Y be an RS-module. Then, for every n ≥ 1,
ExtnR(M,Y )
∼= ExtnRS (M ⊗ RS , Y ) and the last term is zero since RS is a
perfect ring. By Lemma 7.1, p.dimRS ≤ 1. Let now D be an S-divisible
R-module. By Corollary 6.14, there is a short exact sequence:
0 −→ HomR(RS/φ(R),D) −→ HomR(RS ,D) −→ D −→ 0,
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where HomR(RS ,D) is an RS-module and HomR(RS/φ(R),D) is S-reduced
and S-weakly cotorsion, by Lemma 2.4 (1). Then, for every n ≥ 1, we get
the exact sequence:
0 = ExtnR(M,HomR(RS ,D)) −→ Ext
n
R(M,D)
−→ Extn+1R (M,HomR(RS/φ(R),D)) −→ · · ·
and the last Ext term is zero, since M ∈ F1 and, by Theorem 7.9 (3),
HomR(RS/φ(R),D) is Enochs cotorsion. Hence we conclude. 
We now can show that P1 = F1 whenever R is an S-almost perfect ring.
Proposition 8.2. Assume that R is an S-almost perfect ring. Then P1 =
F1 and consequently Pn = Fn for every n ≥ 1.
Proof. F1 is equal to P1 if and only if F
⊥1
1 contains the cosyzygy mod-
ules, i.e., the epimorphic images of injective modules. Let M ∈ F1. By
Lemma 8.1, ExtnR(M,D) = 0 for every n ≥ 1 and every S-divisible module
D. Let now C be a cosyzygy module and let d(C) be its maximal S-divisible
submodule. From the exact sequence 0 → d(C) → C → C/d(C) → 0 and
from the above remark, we see that it is enough to show that Ext1R(M,C) = 0
for every S-reduced cosyzygy module C.
Let 0 → F → R(α) → M → 0 be a presentation of M with F a flat
module. By Theorem 7.9 and Lemma 1.2, there is a flat module F1 such that
G = F ⊕F1 fits in an exact sequence of the form 0→ R
(β) → G
pi
→ R
(γ)
S → 0
for some cardinals β, γ and thus forM we can consider the flat presentation
0→ G→ R(α) ⊕ F1 →M → 0. Form the pushout diagram
0 0
y
y
R(β) R(β)
y
y
0 −−−−→ G −−−−→ R(α) ⊕ F1 −−−−→ M −−−−→ 0y
y
∥∥∥
0 −−−−→ R
(γ)
S −−−−→ P −−−−→ M −−−−→ 0y
y
0 0
Then P has projective dimension at most one, since p.dimR F1 ≤ 1 (as
p.dimRRS ≤ 1 implies that S-SF ⊂ P1). Hence Ext
1
R(P,C) = 0 for every
cosyzygy module C, and if C is moreover S-reduced, then HomR(R
(γ)
S , C) =
0, showing that Ext1R(M,C) = 0. 
Lemma 8.3. For every s ∈ S, let Ann(s) ⊂ R be the annihilator of s in R
and M [s] ⊂M be the annihilator of s in a module M . As above, we denote
by I the kernel of the localization map R→ RS. Then, for every R-module
M , the following hold true:
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(1) TorR1 (R/sR,M) =
M [s]
Ann(s)M .
(2) If M ∈ F1, then Tor
R
m(R/I,M) = 0 for every m ≥ 1. In particular,
if M ∈ P1, then M/IM ∈ P1(R/I).
Proof. (1) Consider the short exact sequence
(◦) 0 −→ R/Ann(s)
s˙
−→ R −→ R/sR −→ 0,
where s˙ denotes the multiplication by s. The conclusion follows by consid-
ering the exact sequence:
0 −→ TorR1 (R/sR,M) −→M/Ann(s)M
s˙
−→M.
(2) From the exact sequence (◦) we infer that TorR2 (R/sR,M)
∼=
TorR1 (R/Ann(s),M). Let M ∈ F1. Then Tor
R
m(R/I,M) = 0 for ev-
ery m ≥ 1, since Tor commutes with direct limits. Hence ExtnR(M,X)
∼=
ExtnR/I(M/IM,X) for every n ≥ 1 and every R/I-module X, from which
the last statement is immediate. 
Lemma 8.4. Assume that RS is a perfect ring and that F0 ⊆ P1. Then,
every S-divisible R-module is Enochs cotorsion.
Proof. RS is a flat R-module, hence our assumption implies that p.dimRRS
≤ 1. By Proposition 2.1, every S-divisible module D is S-h-divisible, and
by Lemma 2.2 (2) D ∈ P⊥11 . Since F0 ⊆ P1, we conclude that D is Enochs
cotorsion. 
We now consider the case when S is a multiplicative set of regular elements
of R.
Proposition 8.5. Assume that S consists of regular elements. If RS is a
perfect ring and P1 = F1, then P
⊥1
1 coincides with the class of S-divisible
R-modules.
Proof. If P1 = F1, then p.dimRRS ≤ 1, and, by Proposition 2.1 and
Lemma 2.2 (2), the class P⊥11 (= F
⊥1
1 ) contains the class of S-divisible
modules. Furthermore, F⊥11 is contained in the class of S-divisible modules,
since RS/R ∈ F1 and Lemma 2.2 (1) applies. 
Lemma 8.6. Assume that P1 = F1. Then, for every regular element r ∈ R,
the ring R/rR is perfect.
Proof. It is enough to show that every Bass R/rR-module is projective. Let
a1 , a2, . . . , an, . . . be a sequence of elements in R/rR. Consider the direct
system R/rR
a1→ R/rR
a2→ R/rR
a3→ . . . and its direct limit N . Let
(∗) 0 −→
⊕
nR/rR
ψ
−→
⊕
nR/rR −→ N −→ 0
be a direct limit presentation of N . The sequence (∗) is pure also as a
sequence ofR-modules (since for every R/rR-moduleM and every R-module
X, M⊗RX ∼=M⊗R/rRX/rX, hence the functor −⊗RX leaves the sequence
exact). Thus TorR2 (N,X) = 0 for every R-module X, since R/rR ∈ P1 ⊆ F1
and TorR1 (ψ,X) is a monomorphism. SoN ∈ F1 and by assumption N ∈ P1.
From sequence (∗) we infer that the projective dimension of N over R/rR is
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at most 1, and since r is a regular element of R the Change of Rings Theorem
tells us that p.dimRN = p.dimR/rRN + 1. Hence p.dimR/rRN = 0. 
If the multiplicative set S consists of regular elements, we can state a
result analogous to [FS16, Theorem 7.1], which was formulated for the case
when S is the set of all the regular elements of R. In particular, an equivalent
condition is given by P1 = F1.
Proposition 8.7. Let S be a multiplicative set of regular elements of a ring
R and assume that RS is a perfect ring. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) R/sR is a perfect ring for every s ∈ S.
(2) F⊥11 coincides with the class of S-divisible R-modules.
(3) F⊥11 is closed under epimorphic images.
(4) P1 = F1.
(5) If DS is the class of S-divisible R-modules, then (P1,DS) is a cotor-
sion pair which coincides with (F1,F
⊥1
1 ).
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) By Lemma 8.1 every S-divisible module is contained in
F⊥1 .
Conversely, F⊥11 ⊆ {RS/R}
⊥1 and {RS/R}
⊥1 is the class of S-divisible
modules by Lemma 2.2 (1).
(2) ⇒ (3) is obvious.
(3) ⇒ (4) Let M ∈ F1 and for every R-module X consider a short exact
sequence 0 → X → E → E/X → 0 with E an injective module. Then
Ext1R(M,E/X)
∼= Ext2R(M,X) and by (3) Ext
1
R(M,E/X) = 0.
Thus M ∈ P1.
(4) ⇒ (5) Follows by Proposition 8.5.
(5) ⇒ (1) Follows by Lemma 8.6. 
In the above proposition, the assumption that RS be a perfect ring cannot
be dropped. In fact, the example below shows there exists a commutative
ring such that P1 = F1, but with nonperfect total ring of quotients.
Example 8.8. In [Ber71, 5.1] it is shown that there is a totally disconnected
topological space X whose ring of continuous functions K is Von Neuman
regular and hereditary. Moreover, every regular element of K is invertible.
Hence K coincides with its own ring of quotients and P1 = F0 = Mod-K,
but K is not perfect, since it is not semisimple.
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